
ChefTAB-Bump
Kitchen Display System

A Powerful Way to Speed Up Service to Your 
Customers and Increase Productivity 
• The ChefTAB-Bump is perfect for restaurants, coffee 

shops, sandwich shops, bars or any place that you 
would use a kitchen printer.

• ChefTAB-Bump’s video output is compatible with HDMI 
monitors and TVs.

• ChefTAB-Bump includes the ChefTAB Controller and 
Bump Bar.
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ChefTAB-Bump Kitchen Display System

Many busy kitchens and bars struggle to maintain control in 
an environment driven by slips of paper. With the ChefTAB-
Bump, these inefficiencies are eliminated. Operators can 
easily view all pending orders as well as review recently 
bumped orders.  

The ChefTAB-Bump is a state-of-the-art solution for your 
kitchen video needs. This miniature device along with its 
rugged 20 key Bump-Bar is ideal for the workplace, where 
dependability is a must and space is at a premium.

Easy Integration
ChefTAB-Bump is easily configured to your system via its 
unique Ticket Genie. Simply put it in capture mode and 
send an order from your POS system. The Ticket Genie 
will display the order and allow you to select the fields you 
would like to display along with their format.   

ChefTAB-Bump includes the ChefTAB Controller and Bump 
Bar. ChefTAB-Bump’s video output allows you to connect 
any HDMI Monitor or TV. Choose a screen as large or as 
small as you like.

Using the same Android technology that is dominating 
the computer industry, the new ChefTAB-Bump, Kitchen 
Display System installs easily, providing a clean, paperless 
environment for your restaurant. You don’t need to be a 
computer expert... just choose your own Monitor / TV and 
connect it to the ChefTAB-Bump controller.  The ChefTAB-
Bump comes with everything else you need, including 
cables and mounting hardware. In minutes you are up and 
running.

Available From CRS
CRS offers monitor mounting brackets. 
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